curricular and assignment development, in Brightspace provides consistent and
Embedded Librarians

Jacob Vanderbilt's painting office of architect Cass Gilbert, Leon Louis Dolice's pastel

Recent Fine Arts Gallery acquisitions include original drawings of the Woolworth building by the

Howard Baker of Tennessee. 34 years later, he would be elected as a senator himself and

Lamar Alexander Papers

which includes letters, news clippings, documents and the first Title IX Report of the university,

representation, the committee filed a complaint to the Health, Education and Welfare

into a conversation about the application of the law. The group drew up a list of actions the

early 1977, Layne helped form the Title IX in Tennessee (TNT) committee to push Vanderbilt

The Gentle Giant

from President Obama, Sonny Rawlings, Archie Moore, and the King of Morocco, photographs

(1970s-2000s), musical notations, graphics and drawings, correspondence

includes handwritten original manuscripts and scores (1960s-2010s), original recordings

Yusef Lateef Papers

National Museum of African American Music

and accessible. Items range from Cass Gilbert's drawings of the Woolworth Building and

New Acquisitions in Distinctive Collections

beloved examples of American architecture, skyscrapers such as the Woolworth (1913),

Skyscraper Gothic Exhibition

offering training sessions in the coming months. Check out the

Covidence offers

title/abstract screening, full-text screening, data

conducting reviews more efficient. It will help you with

familiar with the systematic review process to make

Covidence is a web-based tool designed by researchers

New Literature Review Tool: Covidence

and beginner and intermediate lessons in Python and R. Information and registration is on the

and online formats, include sessions on introductory and

Learning in Online Talk

This event is the first in a three-part series exploring research methods in the social sciences.

Undergraduate Research and Creative Activities. Dr. Paulus is also co-author of

Research

and registration are available here

Geographic Information Systems with R/RStudio. Registration is free, and attendees should

and beginner and intermediate lessons in Python and R. Information and registration is on the

The Carpentries are

Digital Commons labs, the Digital Media Lab and the Digital Imaging Lab, where faculty can

The website also features on-demand resources from past events, as well as details about the

podcasting, new directions in digital scholarship such as text analysis and virtual reality, and

students. Past topics have included professional productivity tools for email and calendar

The Digital Commons hosts a number of workshops and panels open to faculty, staff, and

faculty interested in developing their digital skills.

research or teaching, but aren't sure where to get assistance? The Digital Commons is a new

colleagues are using in their research and teaching?

questions, please consult your

article is accepted for publication, you will receive an acceptance email. For those accepted in a

access to research for scholars around the world, enhancing both discoverability and citation

We are particularly excited by this opportunity as OA journals have been proven to expand

transformative agreement

Cambridge OA journals

Vanderbilt University authors publishing in eligible

As of January 2021, Vanderbilt libraries has supported the

Library Custom Teaching Services

Information sources for your classes and research. For your course, we partner with you

research and teaching.

The libraries are here to help!

Please send comments, questions and suggestions to

Library Custom Teaching Services